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PROCESS

METHODOLOGY

MINDSET

What Is Design Thinking?
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What Is Design Thinking?

Agile & 
Customer Centric

Multidisciplinary Teams

Mindset Used By Some of the 
Most Innovative Brands 
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Why Are People Using It?

Desirable
Human

Feasible
Technical

Viable
Financial

Ideation

Innovation

Inspiration

Implementation
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Empathy

How Does It Work?

Rapid Implementation Continuous Reinvention

Clearly 
articulate the 
problem you 

want to 
solve

Design a 
prototype(s) to 
test all or part 

of your 
solution

Empathize

Define

Ideate

Prototype

Test

Develop a 
deep 

understanding 
of the 

challenge

Brainstorm 
potential 
solutions; 

develop your 
solution

Engage in 
short-cycle 

innovation process 
to continually 

improve 
design 
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Its All About Using Empathy?

Before. During. After.

Seek to Understand People

• See Their World
• In Their Context
• Discover What They Are Really Trying To Do
• Understand Their Feelings
• Understand Why It Is Important

We Are Not Logical Beings

Experience the Entire Journey



Meaningful Experiences
• Satisfy a need
• At the right time
• In the right context
• While appealing to our values & 

providing a surprise 

• Every person is different
• The same person may have 

different needs in different context
• Delivery should be across senses
• It’s hard work to maintain
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But Its Not Easy

To Create Experiences?



HOW TO APPLY TO

DONOR 
EXPERIENCE

AND

FUNDRAISING
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The Experience Economy

Competing for 
Donor Attention
Individuals vote 
with their 
pocketbook

In an Experience 
Driven World
Investing in places 
that make them 
feel good

Customer (Donor) Expectations are Changing
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Using Design to Create a Strategy

Clearly 
articulate the 
problem you 

want to 
solve

Design a 
prototype(s) to 
test all or part 

of your 
solution

Empathize

Define

Ideate

Prototype

Test

Develop a 
deep 

understanding 
of the 

challenge

Brainstorm 
potential 
solutions; 

develop your 
solution

Engage in 
short-cycle 

innovation process 
to continually 

improve 
design 



STEP 1: EMPATHIZE
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Seek to Understand 
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How To Empathize

OBSERVE
View donors and their 
behavior in the context 
of their life. 

IMMERSE
Try things yourself to 
experience what the 
donor does.

ENGAGE
Interact with and interview 
donor through short 
‘intercept’ encounters. 

We seek to understand people

Empathy is when you can feel 
what another person is feeling.  
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Find Out What They Want

Empathy Tips:
• Start with the end in mind

• Think about the journey – before, during, 

and after

• Remember people are emotional, not logical

What People Say They Want is Not 
Necessarily What They Really Want
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Tools for Empathy

Persona Profile
1. General Description - With your team, write down information about the person 

your product or service is solving a problem for. Include location, job title, 
education, & other descriptive information.

2. Goals - What does your person hope to accomplish? What does success look like 
for them? 

3. Attitudes – Write down how your persona feels about their tasks and goals with 
your team. What worries them? What motivates them?

4. Says – Add information about what this person says as they're trying to 
accomplish their jobs or when they come across setbacks

5. Name & Portraited - Now that you've painted a comprehensive picture of your 
persona, give them a name and a face!Personas help us to better 

understand the individual wants and 
needs of our users.  It includes 
background, attitudes, & perceptions
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Tools for Empathy

Journey Map
1. Stage – Start by identifying the major phases of the journey.

2. Objective – Document the objective of the step.  What are they 
trying to accomplish?

3. Tasks – Capture the individual steps within each phase.  What are 
do you need to do to progress to the next phase?

4. Tools – What are the tools that the donor uses in this phase?

5. Outcomes – What is the intended result of the phase?  Are there 
multiple items?

6. Moments that Matter – Identify the individual moments in the 
experience that make or break the donors engagement.

A journey map works to identify the individual 
steps of the donor journey.  We do this to 
identify moments that matter and opportunities 
to improve the experience.



STEP 2: DEFINE
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Defining the Opportunity
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Defining Opportunities

Define Connects the What with the Why
Donor / Actionable Needs / Insights

Right Solutions Need The Right Problems

• Seek to understand the need

• Understand what the donor trying to do

• Identify why it is important

• Determine what makes a difference

Be Curious!
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How to Get Real Insights

Five Whys / Root Cause
1. Problem Statement – Start by writing down the problem(s) you're 

trying to understand better. 

2. Why Why Why – Use with the problems to progress through a 
series of whys.  

3. Root - Write down what causes that problem in the form of another 
problem statement until you get to the Root Cause of the problem.



STEP 3: IDEATION
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Brainstorm & Prioritize
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Think Big

The Best Ideas Attach to Moments that Matter

Basic Ideation Rules
• Start with a defined problem

• Create your own ideas first, then come 

together as a team

• Go wide, not deep – Create a lot of thoughts

• Include crazy, wild, and bad ideas
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Collabrate

Ideas are Interactive
Ideation should be interactive and not confined to canvases.  Get input from all participants and use plussing to 
build out concepts.  Here are a few of our favorite exercises:

Brainstorm – Brainstorming uses group think to create concepts and actively build out.  Ideas can be 
blended to create one final idea simply illustrated as “1+1=3”. 

Brainwalk – In brainwalking encourages participants write down their ideas.  After complete, they walk 
around and interact with the ideas of others. The process repeats every 5 minutes and after 3 rounds 
outcomes are collected for group discussion

Sketch & Storyboard – Not all people think in text.  Pictures are valuable to active different areas of the 
brain.  Sketching focuses on an individual product or idea - whereas Storyboarding links several 
sketches together to show movement.  
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Extend Through Plussing

Generate Initial Ideas
“How Might We”

Add to Shared Ideas
“Yes, And…”

Further Expand
“Also Like”
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An Example of Plussing

We could put seats 
on the wings of the 

airplanes!

YES AND…..
We could make 
those seats a 

premium ticket

YES AND…..
If the seats were on 

the top it would be a 
better view and 

better for 
aerodynamics
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Adjust for Constraints 

Prioritization
A common problem in Design Thinking is creating too many ideas to 
implement

Prioritization is a key activity to ensure that you move into prototyping

• No-Brainers – Low costs projects that are highly desired by the user
• Big Bets – High cost, highly desirable.  This is were true innovation 

can happen, but it comes with risk
• Utilities – low const ideas the provide mineal value.  This are good 

for quick wins.
• Non-Starters – High costs with low results. These ideas should be 

shelved or plussed.

De
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Feasibility (Effort & Cost)

No-Brainers

Non-Starters

Big Bets

Utilities
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A Combined Approach

The Strategy Map
• The strategy map combines the first 3 phases of Design 

Thinking to one page.

• It outlines the mission; gathers empathy from an internal, 
external, and financial pointes of view; identifies 
gaps/opportunities; builds strategies, initiatives, and 
measurable KPIs for testing.

• Being a “One Pager” allow it to be quickly understood and 
systematically align multiple groups of people
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A Combined Approach

What Do Your Customers Want

What Do Your Employees Want

What Do Your Shareholders Want

What Are the Opportunities

Strategies & Initiatives to 
Accomplish

How Do You Measure Progress

What Are You Trying to Achieve
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Final Thoughts 

• Understand What Your Donor Really Wants

• Think Big and Create an Experience

• Make a Lot of Small Bets

• Understand the Path to Success is Messy

Understanding the Question
Is Half the Answer!



THE BEST WAY TO 
EXPERIENCE 

DESIGN 
THINKING 

IS BY 

DESIGN 
DOING!
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